New high resolution data for heat capacity, heat capacity under applied magnetic fields and resistivity of high quality single crystal of MnSi are reported. Striking mirror symmetry between temperature derivative of resistivity and thermal expansion coefficient of MnSi is displayed. Close similarity between variation of the heat capacity and the temperature derivative of resistivity through the phase transition is observed. It is shown that the heat capacity and thermal expansion coefficient of the helical phase are not influenced by moderate magnetic field.
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As a continuation of our effort in studying the magnetic phase transition in MnSi we carried out new measurements of heat capacity and electrical resistivity of high quality single crystal of MnSi with increased resolution and accuracy. The samples were cut by the spark erosion from the same piece of MnSi single crystal used earlier [1] . Improved results were obtained due to increased mass of the sample, smaller temperature steps (heat capacity), and the optimized sample dimensions and the better temperature control (resistivity). New data on heat capacity and resistivity of MnSi are displayed in Fig. 1 , 2 a, 3 a. Like before the heat capacity peak at the phase transition reveals a complicated structure with sharp and broad component but the sharp component appears to be much more prominent than it was observed earlier. The resistivity curve (Fig. 2 a) clearly shows a small quasi discontinuity at about 28.9 K. The corresponding temperature derivative of resistivity dρ/dT (Fig. 3 a) can be interpreted as a slightly broadened delta function developing within the continuous anomaly, like it was pointed out before in respect to the thermal expansion coefficient [1] . Surprising mirror symmetry between the temperature derivatives of resistivity and the thermal expansion coefficient is illustrated in Fig. 3 . This obviously indicates spin fluctuations as a dominant factor defining thermodynamic and transport properties of MnSi in the vicinity of the phase transition.
This statement is further supported by almost perfect similarity between the temperature derivatives of resistivity and the heat capacity curves in the phase transition region (Fig. 4 ) ( in this connection see [2, 3, 4] ).
A new aspect of influence of magnetic fields at the thermal expansion coefficient is shown in Fig. 5 . As is seen in Fig. 5 , moderate magnetic fields, though do not change nature the phase transition, strongly influence thermal expansion of the paramagnetic phase. At the same time thermal expansion of the helical phase does not experience even a slight change at least up to 0.4 T. The same situation can be also seen in the heat capacity response to moderate magnetic fields (Fig. 6 ). This implies a significant stiffness of the helical spin structure or in the other words a lack of extensive paramagnetic fluctuations in MnSi even at the transition point. This situation most probably signifies a finite value of the order parameter at the phase transition point, therefore indicating first order phase transition.
